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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Holdsworth, J.; Kopf, RK. (2005). Characterisation of striped marlin fisheries in New Zealand.
New Zealand Fisheries Assessmeni Report 2005/31. 63 p

Striped marlin (Tetrapfuncr audar) (Philippi, 1887) are found throughout the tropical and temperate
Indian and Pacific Oceans. Much of what we know about the distribution, movement, and possible stock
status of striped marlin comes from catch records. Surface longline is the method responsible for almost
all striped marlin commercial landings (retained catch). Data £rom the Ministry of fisheries and the
Ocean Fisheries Programme (Om) of the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) were used to
describe tends in commercial longline reported landings, effort, and CPUE for striped marlin in New
Zealand waters and the wider southwest Pacific. The Japanese had the first and largest surface longline
fleet and have keep records of landings and effort since first moving into the South Pacific in 1952
Japanese surface longline vessels started fishing around New Zealand in 1956 and their striped marlin
landings and CPUE was initially high (2500 fish at 3.0 fish or more per 1000 hooks). The discovery of the
lucrative southern bluefin tuna fishery shifted the focus of the Japanese fleet in New Zealand waters
south. OFP data for the area around northern New Zealand (north of 35's) shows a declining trend in
striped marlin CPUE in the 1950s and 1960s followed by lower catch rates and no clear trend.
There has been a fundamental change in the surface longline fishery in New Zealand's EEZ partly as a
result of the billfish moratorium introduced in 1987 and subsequent changes to fishing regulations which
prohibit commercial fisbers &om landing marlin and other istiophorid billfish. Foreign licensed distant
water fishing vessels, mainly ffom Japan and Korea, have not fished in New Zealand waters since 1995.
Four or five Japanese vessels are still chartered for a few months each year by a New Zealand company
and over 100 smaller domestic surface longline vessels entered the fishery during the 1990s.
and
New Zealand commercial catch records available on the tuna database include domestic, ch-d,
foreign licensed vessels start in 1980. According to these the annual striped marlin landings were highest
in 1982 at 2798 fish (275 t). The recreational catch (landed and tag and release combined) peaked in 1999
at 2368 fish (estimated 208 0:67% of these fish were ta~eedand released. The number of marlin landed
in the south&t pacific per Lason in the OFF' database peaked at almost 80 000 in 1954, but since 1964
it has fluctuating between 13 000 and 40 000 fish per year (annual mean 23 000 s.d. 6 500). Total longline
fishing effort &the southwest Pacific has been steadily increasing from about 20 million hooks pryear
in the 1950s to 174 million hooks in 2001.
Sea surface temperature appears to have a strong influence on striped marlin distribution. In New Zealand
waters they prefer surface water temperatures of 20 'C to 23 "C, although occasionally fish are found in
14 "C water.
The highest striped marlin landings for the surface longliie method are recorded in January-February and
the highest recreational catch is in February and March. Longline records show that striped marlin have
been landed in New Zedand waters in every month, with lowest catches in November and December and
an intriguing spike in catch rates in October, particularly in the far north of the New Z d a n d EEZ around
the Kermadec Islands.
For many years recreational fishing clubs have kept catch records for pelagic gamefish. The Bay of Island
Swordfish Club (BOISC) have made their catch records which start in 1924 available. The spread of
surface longing into the southwest Pacific Ocean appears to have affected the size structure of striped
marlin in the New Zealand recreational fishery. Since 1960 there has been greater interannual variability

in average weight and there has been a significant declining trend in mean weight from about 120 kg to
95 kg in the BOISC records. There is also a Wnd in the striped marlin weight distributions. The
proportion of small and medium sized striped marlin (less than 100 kg) has consistently increased in each
decade since commercial fishing started and that trend appears to be continuing.
BOISC records show a sharp decline in the incidence of multiple striped marlin captums (more than one
fish caught by one boat on a single day) in the late 1950s. If the pmportion of multiple captures averaged
over 20 seasons is used as a measure of relative fishing success, then the recreational striped marlin
fishery was nearly three times better in the 19409 and 1950s than it was in the 1960s and 1970s. The
proportion of multiple captures has increased since 1988. Advances in fishing tackle, vessels, and
technology may contribute to this. Also some Bay of Islands based boa& started fishing the banks north
of the Three Kings Islands in the late 1980q where catch rates are generally higher than on the coast.
Since then, the Three Kings fishery has become an important component of the New Zealand gamefish
fishery. Changes in the number of multiple catches per boat day in the New Zealand recreational fishery
may not be reflected in CPUE from other fisherieq and there is no simple way to translate the index into
one that may relate to relative abundance.
Recreational striped marlin CPUE (fish per boat day averaged over the season) has been collected from
east Northland charter boat skippers (excluding the Three. Kings) for 27 years. CPUE has been
consistently above average (0.18 to 0.25 striped m d i a t day) since the mid 1990s. It was also high in
the early 1980s and more boats and fishers started targeting pelagic gamefish at that time.
Lengths of striped marlin (n = 622) caught in the New Zealand recreational fishery between 1985 and
1994 were used to calculate a length-weight conversion equation. The mean lower jaw fork length for all
fish was 2373 mm (s.d = 167 mm) and males (mean = 2310 mm, s.d = 158 mm) were generally smaller
than females (mean = 24 17 mm, s.d = 163 mm).
Length at age data derived h m a previous study were applied to the von Bertalgrowth model and
the following parameters were obtained: Lm=3010 mm, K4.22 annual' and b= 4 4 . These estimates
should be treated with caution because the growth of striped marlin may not be well described by the von
Bertalanffy c w e and the length at age estimates are unvalidated
TheNew Zealand cooperative tagging programme began in 1975. Tagging records show that most striped
marlin were tagged and released from recreational vessels fishing off east Northland or the Three Kings
Islands since 1988. Recaptures have been widespread throughout the southwest Pacific Ocean, but not
beyond. The preliminary results of a project wing popup satellite archival tags deployed onNew Zealand
striped marlin are discussed
Striped marlin is the main target species for an impor& recreational and tourist fishery in northernNew
Zealand, and they were a small but valued component of the commercial surface longline catch of foreign
licensed vessels in the region until 1987. The billfish moratorium and subsequent regulations prohibit
commercial fishers from landing striped marlin taken from New Zealand fisheries waters. This appears to
have had a positive effect on recreational CPUE.

1 INTRODUCTION

Striped marlin are one of a range of oceanic pelagic species that are caught by recreational and
commercial fishers in New Zealand waters. These species are most abundant in sununer and autumn
amund the North Island. NorthemNew Zealand has one of a few recreational fisheries in the world where
striped marlin is clearly the main target species. Arguably it is also the bat, as 16 of the 22 saltwater lime
class world records are held by striped marlin caught in New Zealand. Surface longlining is the main
commercial method that catches striped marlin. The Japanese longline fleet moved into the South Pacific
in the early 1950s and fishing effort expanded rapidly. Striped marlin is mainly a bycatch, though
occasionally a target species, for surface longline vessels and Pacific wide the annual catch is estimated at
IS 000 t
A sport fishery developed in New Zealand targeting m a r k and sharks in the 1920s. International tourists
brought heavy tackle and new fishing methods that proved highly successful. The quality of the fishery
was praised by best selling author of the time, Zane Gray, in his book 'Tales of the Angler's Eldorado,
New Zealand' and others. Fishing clubs were established, and they weighed and recorded fish. Charter
boats were responsible for most of the catch as they had the specialist tackle and experience (Saul &
Holdsworth 1992). Today, many private boats from 5 to 30 m in length participate in the fishery and there
are about 100 charter boats that target striped marlin seasonally.
Gamefish club records provide almost a complete record of striped marlin catch throughout the history of
the fishery, but not all have been captmd electmnidly. Since 1990, 60% of the recreational catch has
been tagged and released with only estimated weight3 available for these fish.
Commercial reporting of surfacelongline landings on New Zealand forms became mandatory in 1980.
These records are available on the Ministry of Fisheries tuna database. Since October 1987, commercial
fishers have been required to release all marlin (dead or alive), and since that time the number of marlin
caught on commercial vessels has not been reliably captured Scientific observers record all fish caught
and released, but to date observer coverage has been poor in the areas and season when striped marlin are
caught
Logsheet landings data exist for most longline fleets that fish in the southwest Pacific. The Ocean
Fisheries Programme (OFP) of the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) has maintained a catch
and effort database for tuna and billfish in the western and central Pacific Ocean since its inception in
1981. The programme has also been provided with substantial historical aggregated logsheet data for the
three main & i t water surface longline fleets of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan. Data from all other fleets in
western and central Pacific has been added where available. The public domain data for longline hook
count and landings by species by 5 degree square by month h m 1952 to 2001 offers a comprehensive
picture of the history of this fishery across the whole southwest Pacific region.
Striped madim have been tagged by recreational fishers in New Zealand since 1975. The number of fish
tagged has increased dramatically since the N.Z. Big Game Fishing Council introduced a voluntary
minimum weight of 90 kg for striped marlin in 1988. Recaptures have been distributed widely throughout
the southwest Pacific Ocean, but not beyond. This observation is supported by the preliminary results of
aNZ Marine Research Foundation project using popup satellite archival tags.
This report draws together information on the New Zealand fishery for striped marlin and places it in a
regional context

2. BIOLOGY

21 Systematics and identification

Striped marlin (Telraphrm audmr) (Philippi, 1887) is one of eight species of billfish in the family
Istiophoridae (scientific names for species wed in this paper are listed in Appendix 1). Five of the
istiophorid species have been recorded in New Zealand waters, but striped marlin is most common. The
white marlin, found only in the Atlantic Ocean, is very similar in appearance to striped marlin. Research
into differences in mitochondrial DNA indicates that white m d i and striped marlin are closely related,
and if they are separate species they are of very recent origin (Fierty & Block 1995, Graves &
McDowell, 2003).
The striped marlii is the smallest and most slender of the three species of marlin occurring in New
Zealand. Striped marlii can most easily be distinguished h m other marlin of the Pacific Ocean by a tall
first dorsal fin, which is at least equal in height to Wh maximum body depth (straight line). The height of
the first dorsal fin in blue and black marlin is markedly less than body depth. The high dorsal fin is easiest
to recognise in small striped marlin, but may be less reliable as a casual identifier in the largest fish. The
ability of the striped marlii to fold pectoral fm against the body differentiates it fiom the black marlin
(Ueyanagi & Wares 1975). The peaoral fins of the black marlin are locked in an outward position away
h m the bodv in adults. Colour dwine life of stri~edmarlin is metallic blue with 1 0 4 5 ~mminent
vertical stripe: that may remain present for several horn after death The body cross section of a striped
marlin is slab sided and more elliptical than the oval of blue or black d m . The striped marlii lower jaw
is long and slender, even acutely s i t e d , and the flesh more orange than the pale or pinkish flesh of other
marlii (Pepperell & Grewe 2001)
The striped marlin is called tekeketonga in Maori, makajiki (Japan), marlin raye (France), and A'u
(Hawaii). The scientific name Tetraptrour oudm roughly means "bold, with four winged tailn,which is,in
reference to the two pairs of caudal keels at the base of the tail (Pepperell 2001).

Striped marlin are apex predators in the tropical, subtropical, and temperate pelagic ecosystem of the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. They are not uniformly diibuted, having a number of areas of high
abundance, and undergo extensive seasonal migrations. Occasionally they have been caught on the
Atlantic side of the Cape of Good Hope (Nakamura 1985), but this is rare. Striped marlin are epipelagic
and oceanic spending most of their time above the thermocline in waters with a surface temperature
between 20 and 25 "C. Spawning grounds are believed to be widespread in subtropical regions of the
north and south Pacific and impical Indian Ocean. Juveniles generally stay in warmer waters of the range,
while adults move into higher latitudes and temperate water feeding grounds in summer (southern
hemisphere 1st quarter of the year .and 3rd quarter in the northem hemisphere). The latitudiil range
estimated h m longlie data extends fcom 4S0Nto 40° S in the Pacific and from continental Asia to 45" S
in the Indian Ocean (Nakamura 1985). The central and western equatorial region of the Pacific h m 10°N
to 10" S has very low and intermittent longliie catch of striped marlin and is not considered part of their
normal distribution (Ueyanagi & W m 1975). In New Zealand, striped marlii are generally caught
between January and May off the north half of the North Island.

2.3 Stock structure

Striped marlin stock structure in the Pacific Ocean has not been well determined. The simplest theory is
that striped marlin have a continuous distribution in a horseshoe pattern around the Pacific Ocean
1). Seasonal movements of striped marlin to and from spawning grounds in the northern and southern
hemispheres appear out of phase, implying that there may be two separate stocks. However. there is
limited evidence from tagging, and from morphometric and genetic studies identifying movement
between northern and southern hemispheres in the eastern Pacific Ocean. There is also some evidence of
separate striped marlin stocks in the eastern and western central south Pacific. The results of
mitochondria1 DNA analysis are consistent with shallow population structuring within striped marlin in
the Pacific (Graves & McDowell2003)
2.4 Feeding

Striped marlin are oppmhmistic feeders that rely on food availabiity rather than on specific prey items.
Stomach contents analysis from New Zealand, recorded over 28 fish and 4 cephalopd species (Appendix 2)
( M m w 1953, Baker 1966,Saul 1984, Kopf 2W5). Striped marlin frequently forage on schools of pelagic
and epipelagic organisms ranging from squid and nautilus to mackerel and s a y . bngline commercial
fishing vessels have significantly higher catch rates of striped marlin at deptbs shallower than 150 m, which
also suggests that feeding occurs most often in the uppa level of the water column (Boggs 1992). Although
striped marlin are primarily epipelagic predators, occasionally benthic and demersal prey items such as
snapper and rays (Batoidea) have k e n found in their stomachs (Monow 1953, Baker 1966).
Gff the coast of New Zealand the most frequent prey items of striped marlin are saury and arrow squid
followed by jack mackerel ( E i2) (Morrow 1953,Baker 1966,Saul 1984, Kopf 2005). Saul (1984) found
a small variety of prey species in individual d p e d marlin stomachs from New Zealand, 73% of 147
stomachs containing only one or two prey species. This suggests that feeding occurs during short iotense
events rather than continuously throughout the day and that digestion is rapid. Specific feeding times have
not been identified, but catch rates from Australian longline vessels indicate a tendency for daytime feeding
(Bromhead et al. 2004).

Repotts of marlin moving their head and bill from side to side in a slashing motion to stun prey are more
common than accounts of prey being speared (Baker 1966). However, large prey items, such as mako sharks
and tma, have exhibited signs of Wig speared (Saul 1984). Numemus researchers have documented marlin
with broken biUs, without any identified as being in less than average condition (Morrow 1951). These
findings suggest that the b
i
d may occasionally facilitate prey capture but marlin are not dependent on it for
feeding. The gastrointestinal tract of striped marlin is similar to that of most top predators, and can be
described by a large capacity stomach and short intestine mavie 1990). Large capacity stomachs allow
striped marlin to take advantage of patchy feeding opportunitiesin the pelagic ecosystem.
2.5 Reproduction
Striped marlin are oviparous and spam in the open ocean (Nakarnm 198.5). The pelagic ecosystem
provides little protection for eggs, larvae, and juvenile fish, which probably results in low survival rates.
Striped marlin overcome this challenge by using a high fecundity reproductive strategy that can yield over 20
million eggs per female, but is highly dependent on female sue @Idridge &Wares 1974). Fertilisafion is
external and eggs are about 1-1.5 mm diameter. Water temperature may influence the location of spawning
grounds as most larvae are collected in sea surface temperatures above 24 "C(Ueyanagi & Wares 1975).

Most larvae captures have occurred in offshore waters between 25 and 27 OC during the summer in both
hemispheres (Gonzalez Armas et al. 1999).
Striped marlin are known to spawn in the Coral Sea between Australia and New Caledonia Theirovaries
s m - t o m a w in this region during late September or early October (Hanamoto 1977). Spawning peaks in
November and December and @70% of fish captured at this time are in spawning condition. There is no
clear evidence of striped marlin reproductive activity in New Zealand waters. However, the 200 nautical mile
EEZ around Raoul Island on the Kermadec Ridge extends the New Zealand zone into the subtropics, and in
some years striped marlin are present in moderate numbers from October to December according to longline
lauding records (see Section 5.3). It is therefore possible that this represents a spawning aggregation at that.
time.
2.6 Maturity

The minimum size of mature fish recorded in the Coral Sea is estimated at I43 cm eye-fork length (El%)or
about 170 cm lower jaw-fork length (UFL) and 36 kg. Ueyanagi &Wares (1975) estimated maturity in the
centraI Pacific Ocean at about 160cm LJFL Striped marlin captured in New Zealand are rarely less than 200
cm LJFL, suggesting that these fish are all mature. Age at first maturity is unclear, but applying age at length
data to size at maturity it is probable that fish become reproductively active between ages 2 and 4 (Ueyanagi
&Wares 1975, Sldllman & Yong 1976,Davie &Hall '1990).
2.7 Age

Davie & Hall (1990) estimated ages of striped marlin in New Zealand using dorsal spine growth rings and
found between two and eight bands (ages). hlelwBarrera et al. (2003) identified between 2 and 11 bands
(ages) in Mexico and Skillman & Yong (1976) classified up to 12 age groups in Hawaii. However, none of
these studies were able to validate the estimated ages. Maximum age estimates of striped marlin are
distinctly less than black and blue marlin (= 13-25 years) (Hill1986, Speare 2003).
2.8 Maximum size

Data from Japanese surface longline vessels reveal that striped marlin are longest in the southwest Pacific,
with a modal size of 190 cm EFL (Squire & Sufllki 1990). Recreational catch records kept by the
International Game fish Association (IGFA) list the heaviest striped marlin as 224.1 kg, caught in New
Zealand in 1975. A positively identified striped marlin weighing 243.6 kg was landed in the Bay of Islands in
1995, but was subsequently disqualified as a world record claim. The largest striped marlin in Australian
gamefish records is 191.5 kg (Bromhead et al. 2004).
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERIES
3.1 Expansion of commercial fleet in the South Pacific Ocean
A harpoon fishery and a gillnet fishery for billfish including striped marlin has operated in Japan for many
years. During the 1950's Japan developed a large surface longline fleet that expanded into the southwest
Pacific in 1953. The 1954 Bikini nuclear bomb test in the northwest Pacific was larger than expected and
spread radioactive debris over 130 000 km2 (Republic of the Marshall Islands Embassy website.
http:/lwww.rmiembassyus.~~g).
Radioactive contamination of tuna seriously affected the market for tunas

and caused a market shift toward billfish (Ueyanagi 1974). Of the bilfish species, striped marlin attained the
highest price in Japanese markets as it was most suitable for sashimi and sushi. In the mid 1950s, surface
longline fleets targeted blue and striped marlin in the South Pacific. As the fleet expanded east in the late
1950s, yellowh and bigeye tuna were the primary catch. There was a sharp increase in market price for
striped m d m after 1967, when new ikezixtechnology was introducedto the fleet (Ueyanagi et al. 1989).
The Japanese surface longline fleet covered virtually the entire distribution of striped marlin by 1965. During
the late 1960s and early 1970s southern bluefin tuna was a prime target species in the cool waters off New
Zealand and southern Ausiralia During the mid 1970s, the Japanese fishery made a substautive operational
change with many vessels setting more hooks between successive floats to fish their gear deeper in tropical
and subtropical areas,primarily for bigeye tuna (veyanagi et al. 1989). Longlime vasels set between 15 and
25 hooks between floats to fish at depths of up to 400 m In contxwt, fishers targeting sword6sh in subtropical
waters typically set fewer than 10 hooks between floats peter W~lliams,Secretariat of the Pacific
Community, pers. comm.) The depth of fishing is acknowledged to be a factor in striped marlin catch,
with most fish taken on hooks set to 150 m or less ( B o w 1992). During the 1970s, surface longlime vessels
h m Korea and Taiwan also expanded their range into the southwest Pacific. These vessels targeted albacore
and yellowtin and at times may have taken a significantbycatch of striped marlin.
3.2 Description of the surface longlinefishery in New Zealand waters

Striped m l m ate principally taken by surface longlii The fad reported surface longline catch hthe area
that is now the New Zealand EEZ was made by Japanese distant water vessels in 1955. The first two years of
fishing were mainly northeast of New Zealand (July-December) and reported landings primarily consisted of
albacore, yellowfiR bigeye tuna,and striped marlm (SPC longlime database). In 1957, the main target species
for the fishery became southern bluefin htw which were caught during winter and spring in waters south of
35' S. Since that time striped m d m have been a relatively minor proportion of the annual surface longline
catch for most vessels. By the 1970%Japanese surface longlinem began fishing off the east coast of the South
Island (January-April), moving up the east coast of the North Island in May and June and by July fishing
mainly off East Cape. If catch rates for southern bluefin were poor in January and February, most vessels
moved north of 35" S to fish for bigeye and yellowfin until catch rates of the vessels fishing in the south
improved (Gibson 1982).
A northern fishery targeting albacore was also used by K o m and a few Japanese surface l o n g l i i
beginning in 1981. They fished around northern New Zealand £iom March to Sktember. In 1978, New
Zealand declared its EEZ out to 200 nautical miles. Licences for access to the tuna fishery were granted to
counlries which had bilateral relationships with New Zealand Vessels issued a Southern Licence could fish
in all are?s of the EEZ, except the west coast of the South Island Vessels issued a Northern Licence were
permitted to fish north of 38" S on the west coast and north of 34" S on the east coast. in 1981 there were 87
Southern Licences issued for Javanese vessels and 11 Northem Licences for Korean vessels (Table 11 In
1983 the fee for the Northern ~ i & c e was N2$3,000 and NB36,OOO for the Southern ~ i c e n c e . '198;
~ ~ the
fee had increased to NZ$7,500 for the Northern and NZ$74,OOO for the Southern Licence, and over the next
few years the number of Southern Licences halved, while the number of Northern ~ i c e n & doubled (Table

D
A three year billfish moratorium was introduced in October 1987 in response to conover the decline in
availability of striped marlin to recreational fishers. The moratorium prohibited access to the foreige licensed
and chartered tuna longline vessels in the EEZ around the north half of the North Island, known as the
Auckland Fisheries Management Area (Auckland FMA), fiom 1 October and 31 May each year. Licence
restrictions required that all bdlfish, includingbroadbiil swordfish, caught in the Auckland FMA be released

In 1990 the moratorium was renewed for a further 3 years with some amended conditions and it was renewed
for a further year in 1993.

Since 1988, regulations have prohibited domestic commercial vessels from retaining b a s h if caught in the
Auckland FMA.In 1991 these regulations were amended to allow the retention of broadbill swordfish and
prohibited the retention of marlin species (striped, blue and black marlin) by commercial fishers in the whole
EEZ These regulations and government policy changes on foreign licensed surface longline mess have
replaced the billfish moratorium.
New Zealand domestic vessels began fishing with surface longlines in 1989, and the number of vessels and
their fishing effort expanded rapidly during the 1990s. Also in 1989, licences were issued to charter up to five
stdace longline vessels (Japanese) to fish on behalf of New Zealand companies. Korean fishing companies
have not taken up licences to fish since 1990. Also fewer Japanese vessels picked up licences at that time, and
since the 1995% season no foreign licensed longliners have operated in the New Zealand EEL The
domestic fleet reached a peak of over 120relatively small vessels landing k h chilled fish (with one or two
exceptions). These boats did not simply replace the effort of the distant water fishing vessels Rather, they
fished year-mud in different parts of northern New Zealand using different gear, resulting in a different
catch composition (Franciset al. 1999).
3.3 Customary fishery in New Zealand

Maori were skilled fishers who ate a wide variety of seafood (kai moana). They fished with nets of all
sizes, spears, hooks, and towed lures. No record of specific marlin fishing methods has been found. An
early report from the Dominion Museum stated that nearly all fish of sufficient size were eaten by Maori
at one time or another (Hamilton & Mackay 1908).
3.4 Recreationalfishery in New Zealand

The seasonal fishery for large pelagic species that arrive with warm oceanic currents in summer and autumn
is an important component of the recreational fishery and local tourist industry in northern New Zealand
Striped marlin is the primary gamefish targeted in northern New Zealand, with blue marlin increasing in
importance, and small numbers of black marlin and shortbill s p e d h also caught. Yellowfin tuna, mako
sharks, and swordfish are also targeted in some areas or taken as a bycatch of the marlin fishery.
The first striped marlin caught on rod and reel in New Zealand was taken in 1915 by visiting Scottish angler
A.D. CampbeU who had arrived with his own heavy tackle fishing geat (Mossman 2002). Subsequently,
there has been a dedicated gamefish charter fleet in the Bay of Islands for 80 years. The reputation of the
marlin fishery on the northeast coast of New Zealand was greatly enhanced by the visits of Zane Grey, an
American angler and author, from 1926 to the early 1930s. His bwk 'Talesof the Angler's Eldorado, New
Zealand', published in 1926, told ripping yams of catching large marlin and sharks that were abundant in
noahern New Zealand Grey also introduced new gear and fishing methods such as the overhead reel and
trolling skip baits. Gamefish clubs were established in Noahland and the Bay of Plenty to provide facilities
for anglers. Since the 1920s, they have kept accurate catch records for almost all recreational marlin catch
including date, vessel, and weight of fish. Records are k p t for each fishing season which starts 1 July and
ends 30 June.
From the 1930s to the late 1980s most marlin were targeted using surface trolled baits, usually kahawai that
skipped and splashed in the boat's wake. W~ththis method the marlin were often hooked deep in the stomach
or throat There was a major drive to encourage tag and release of 50% of the recreational shiped marlin

catch in 1987-88, the first year of the billfish moratorium. A voluntary minimum size of 90 kg was adopted
by the New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council, based on the average size of striped marlin h m the Bay of
Islands Swodfish Club records (John Chibnall NZBGFC, pers. mmm.). Fish under this weight were not
recognised in contests or for club trophies. At the time, there was intense debate over the survival of marlin
caught on baits and the merits of tag and release. By 1990 most boats were towing artificial lures. These
could be bwed faster than baits, inmasing the search area, and causing less iqjury to the fish as they are
more often hooked in the mouth or bill The proportion of d o n a l l y caught striped marlin that were
tagged rose h m less than 1% in the 1986-87 season to 46% in the 1989-90 season (Saul & Holdsworth
1992). Since then surfacetrolhg with arIi6cial lures trolled at speeds ranging h m 4 to 10 knots has been
the morninant method of fishing There has been a slight trend back towards the use of live baits for
biifsh, but most marlin are still caught on lures.
Until the 1980s, gamefish charter boats caught most of the rerreatonally caught marlin each season Today
there are hundreds of private boats ranging in size h m 5 to 20 m, which participate to various d
m in this
fishery. An minrreing number of W e r boats are geared up for marlin fishing Their ability to launch h m
of the area fished (west coast of the North Island in particular). In
ramp or beach has caused an e-ion
1989, rerreational charterboats started fishing the watem around the Three Kings Islands, the King Bank, and
the Middlesex Bank, 50 nautical miles northwest of No& Cape. At times, large numbers of marlin where
present particularly late in the season (May, June) and catches of over 10 fish per boat day have been
recorded Occasionally shiped m a r h are seen in the waters around the South Island A 100.4 kg shiped
marl'in caught in February 1999 at Jackson Bay on the west coast is the most southem marlin (latitude 44" S)
taken on rod and reel m New Zealand (NZFishing News 1999).
The striped marlin is one of the world's best-known gamefish New Zealand has a proven reputation for
producing the largest striped marlin in the world S i e e n of the 22 saltwater line class world records,
includingthe all tackle world record of 224.1 kg.have been caught inNew Zealand waters (IGFA 2004). The
IGFA all tackle world record for the very similar looking Atlantic white marlin is 82.5 k g

4. DATA SOURCES AND METHODS

4.1 Catch and effort

The Ocean Fisheries Programme (OFF') of the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC)has maintained a
catch and effortdatabase for tuna and billfish in the western and central Pacific Ocean since its W o n in
1981. The programme has been provided with substantial historical aggregated logsheet data for the three
main distant water surface longline fleets of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, which form the basis of historical
time series of landed catches. Billfish landings data exist for most longline fleets that have provided
logsheets detailing the catch of W but them have been a number of problems that leaves the data set
incomplete. There are instances where annual summaries are provided, but not the spatial and temporal data
Observer data have shown that discarding of billfish varies with vessel and species' marketabilii (Bailey et
al. 1996), although a recent review showed that retention of all marlin species was high in domestic and
foreign vessels operating in the Paci6c Islands (Sharples et al. 2000). In some cases OFP have estimated
catch weight using average weight estimates which are M f i e d temporally, but not by latitude. Also there
have been accounts of misidentification of some b i i s h species or grouping of a number bilIfish species into
a general category. Although some data may be missing or some extrapolation and interpretation has been
required, the OFP public domain data for longline hook count and catch by species by 5 degree squares by
month h m 1952 to 2001 offers the most comprehensive picture of the history of this fishery across the
whole southwest Pacific region.

Detailed commercial catch and effort records for surface longline vessels have been required by the M
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of Fisheries since 1980. The formsusedhave been theTuna LongliningCatch Effort Rehim (TLCER), which
records effort and catch in numbers of fish and an estimated weight for each set, the Catch Landing Return
(CLR), which records the actual landed weight by species for each kip, and the Catch Effort Landing Return
(CELR,) which is a form used across many fisheries which records effort and estimated weight of the top five
species landed per set These data are stored in the tuna databas. An exhact that included all m r d s of
striped marlin on this database was used in summaries by calendar year for the New Zealand EEZ These
returns pmbably underestimate the actual catch of striped marlin Before 1988, fish that were damaged or not
wanted would have been relumed to the sea and not recorded (discards). The introduction of the b i i h
moratorium, striped m d m were required to be retumed to the sea, and very few fishers recorded their
diicards. In 1995, Ministry of Fiheries instmcted that marlin catches be recorded on TLCERs, however
compliance with this requirement was inconsistent Some records in the tuna database refer to catch o&de
the EEZ; these datawere excluded.
The d o n a l catch of striped marlin has been recordedby gameiish clubs and published in theii annual
reports Clubs provide weigh stations with certified scales and recognition of landed catch and fish tagged
and released is an important part of gamefishing cultwe. for anglers and skippers. Most clubs wiU also weigh
and record fish caught by non-members. Records of Striped marlin are also kept by clubs and added to boat
and angler tallies for the season. The New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council (NZBGFC) is an umbrella
group for gamefish clubs and pmducea a yearbook with national line class records and catch tallies for all
a5jliated clubs. These records are used as the best estimate of national recreational catch. A few m d m are
not recorded,but it is estimated that these would amount to less than 10?? of the d o n a 1 catch (Jeff
Romeril President, NZBGFC, pers. comm).
The Bay of Islands has been a highly regarded tourist and sport fishing area for many years. The Bay of
Island Swordfish Club (BOISC) has published annual catch records since 1925. Reoords h m 126 and 1928
have been lost add there are gaps in the early 1930s Cgreat depression) and the early 1940s (World War 11).
An electronic database of individual fish weights, date of capture, and name of vessel has been generated
h m BOISC records containing 15 163 striped marlin This database includes estimated weights, date, and
vessel for fish te%pedand released
Since 1977, an annual postal s w e y of Northland gamefish charter skippers has provided information on the
number of days fished per vessel where marlin was the target species (whether under charter or fishing with
Wends) and the catch of billfish by species for the season. The survey was administaed by the Minishy of
Agriculture and Fisheries until 1996, and has been continued with support h m the New Zealand Marine
Research Foundation The measure of CPUE that was available throughout the time series is the number of
striped marlin caught per boat day per season averaged across aU respondents.
4.2 Statistical analysis
All stzbistical comparisonsin the study were based on the 0.05% level of significance. F tests were conducted
to evaluate monthly and annual differences in weight tiom the BOISC database. h g t h weight relationship
(slopes) and conditions between, sexes, months, and years, 1985-94, were compared using Student's t tests
and F tes+sfor multiple slopes. Parameters of the von Bertalan£Q growth model were estimated using a
gauss-Newton algorithm in SAS Statistical Analysis Sohare, version 8.

4.3 BOISC w e i g h t d a t a
Striped marlin weights recorded in the BOISC data base were grouped into 10 kg categories (e.g, 90 kg = 90
to 99.9 kg) and divided into annual and monthly histogmms. Weights were. not converted to length in order
to maintain the integrity of the data A voluntary minimum size for recreational striped marlin was
introduced by the NZBGFC in 1988, and since tbe eady 1990s over half of the weights have been estimated
for fuh which were tagged and released Average weight is calculated by f~hiingseason (July to June) but
99% of all striped d i n in the BOISC records are taken between January and June.

4.4 T o t a l N e w Zealand c a t c h by w e i g h t
The annual longline landed catch by weight was calculated h r n the estimated weights reported by foreign
licensed vessels WCERs) plus the estimated weights h m domestic vessels (TLCERs and CELRs). Where
only number of fish and no weight was recorded (TLCERs and CELRs) that number was multiplied by the
average weight in BOISC m r d s for that season A small number (0.3%) of the records had no weight or
number of striped marlin and were excluded

Annual recreational landings by weight were calculated h m the NZBGFC's national landed catch in
numbem of fish multiplied by the average weight of landed fish in BOISC m r d s each season.The weight of
fish tagged and released by recreational fishers was estimated 6um the number of tish tagged nationally by
recreational fishers multiplied by the average estimated weight of tagged 6sh in BOISC records by season.
All striped marlin caught by commercial fishing vessels are required to be released. New zealand observer
records indicate an o v d estimate of striped d i n d i i released alive ftm longline gear at 72%
(Francis et al. 2004). The estimated weight of shiped marlin dead on anival was added to landed weight to
estimate o v d &ling mortality. These totals are likely to be under estimates because post-release mortality,
which may be significant, is not included. In addition, there is under-reporting of striped marlin captum in
commercial records over many years.

Measurements of weight (kg), length (L., mm, Lower law-Fork Length), and sex of stiped marlin captured
by anglers in New Zealand were m r d e d between 1985 and 1994. All measuremarts were taken with a
measwing tape over the curve of the body. In 2004 lowerjaw fork length was also measured as a m i g h t tine
using calipers. Lengths and weights were Wed to the power function given below (Ricker 1975). The b
value represents the slope of the G W relationship and is importantbecause it is the isomehy coefficient The
isometry coefficient b = 3 indicates isometric growth, b>3 positive allomebic growth, W negative
allornetric growth (Ricker 1975). Change in b may occur annually, between sexes, or locations and can be
used to compare the general condition of the same species of fish (Ricker 1975).

W= weight @g)
a= antilogarithm of a'
L= length (nun, L r n )
a' = y axis intercept of log length-weight relation
b =slope of log L-Wrelation and isometry coefficient same in both equations

4.6 Von Bertalanffy growth model

From measurements of cmss sections 6um the third dorsal spine collected by D a v i d Hall (1990), a
relationship between L and R (R, groupal in 0.3 mm categories) was calculated (Melo-Barrera et al. 2003).
Spines with vascular erosion of the core were discarded in the present study.

Where L = lower jaw-fork length; R = spine radius; a and b = fit pardmetem of model

1992)
Length at age was backcalculated 6um dorsal spine measurements using an equation (EM&
designed to compensate for lengths in underrepmented age p u p s . This backcalculation is suitable for
pelagic game tishes where sampliig (recreational fishing) captures a large pmpodon of older individuals.

Where Li = lower jaw-fork length at age; Ri = Spine radius at age; L = lower jaw-fork length; a = Y axis
intercept of (LR) relationship; R = spine radius
Individual p w t h was modelled by fitting backcalculated lengths at age to the von B d a n f Q growth
equation.

Where Lt = length at age; Lm= asymptotic length; K= annual growth rate;t= age; to= nge at length zero
5. CATCH AND EFFORT
5.1 Commercial catch in the southwest Pacific Ocean

There is evidence 6um tagging, shifts in catch rates, and genetic studies that striped marlin taken in New
Zealand are part of a wider stock Catch rates of striped marlin in the western equatorial Pacific Ocean are
generally low and the area between 10' N and 10" S is not considered put of normal striped marlin
distribution (Ueyanagi & Wares 1975). Longliie reported catch and effort for all nations compiled by the
Secretariat of the Pacific Community Ocean Fisheries Pmg~amme(Om) in the western subtropical and
western temperate Pacific Ocean (10" S to SO'S and 140°Eto 130"W) is summarised below.
The number of marlii landed in the southwest Pacific per season in the OFP database peaked at 80 000 in
1954, then declined for 10 years, but has not shown any obvious trend fium 1964 to 2001, fluctuating
between 13 000 and 40 000 fish per year (Figure 3) (annual mean 23 000, s.d 6500 fish). Total longline
fishing effort in this region bas been steadily increasing fium about 20 million hooks per year in the 1950s to
174 million hooks in 2001 (Figure 3). Fishing effort increased rapidly in the early 1970%but dropped
significantly in 1975 in the Ezce of very high oil prices.

In the southwest Pacific, striped marlin was the primary billfish landed by weight in most years until 1980,
when broadbill sword6sh landings increased sharply. Striped marlin reported landings in tomes were high
(6000 t i n 1954) at the start of the fishery and flat to slightly declining since the mid 1960s (Figure 4). They
have ranged between 900 and 2500 t since 1964 (mean 1600 f s.d 450 t) compared with a total landings
across the entire Pacific Ocean of about 15 000 t

The proportion of landed catch by weight was also highest in the mid 1950%when striped marlin were the
third most important component of catch behind yellowfin and albacore tuna (Figure 5). In 1957 there was a
large increase in "other" species in the region, which included southern bluetin tuna. Albacore remains the
dominant species, making up more than 40% of landed catch by weight for most years since the mid-1960s.
According to OFP data, stripedmarlin are 2-5% of the southwest Pacific longline landings since 1964, with a
declining trend in proportion of landings since then (Figure 5). The Linear regression of striped marlin as a
proportion of landings since 1964 is p = 0.0005year + 1.075 (R2= 0.36) Note, the proportion of bigeye
tuna in the catch more than doubled in the mid 19709 as much of the fleet switched to setting gear deeper and
targeted this species.
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The trends in striped marlin fishing effort (Figure 6) and CPUE (Figure 7) since 1952 have been s d e d
in 16 blocks (IOOlatby 2o0'ong) across the southwest Pacific. In subtropical and warm-temperatewaters, the
trend in CPUE for most 10 x 20 degree blocks show high initial catch rates that declined rapidly. In the block
to the north of New Zealand CPUE fell h m 4.5 striped marlid1000 hooks in 1954 to 1.3 striped
marlid1000 hooks in 1959, and in the north Tasman Sea CPUE started at 14.4 striped marlinllOOO hooks,
and fell to 3.5 striped m d i 1 0 0 0 hooks by 1959. For most blocks in Figure 7 there is a declining trend in
CPUE and at times high annual variability during the 1960s, followed by relatively low and variable catch
rates since 1970. CPUE in the 10 x 20 degree blocks around the North Island of New Zealand (30 - 400 S
and 170"E - 170"W) appear not to show high catch rates in the 1950s and 1960%less than 0.5 striped marlin
per 1000 hooks, in most yeam (Figure 7). Although striped marlin were always present, it may be that most of
the fishing effort in this area was expended at a time of year when marlin were less abundant Large catches
of southern bluetin hma were being taken fimm this area at that time.
The blocks between 20a S to 30's across the region had the highest initid CPUE. In ptuticular, the north
Tasman Sea block had the highest CPUE both in the initial years (12,,000 striped marlin at 14.4 fisWlOOO
hooks in 1953) through to the present (9000 striped marlin at 0.74 fisb'per 1000 hooks in 2001) (Figure 7).
The area between New Zealand and Fiji shows a marked decline in 6sh landed and catch rate,h m 17 000
striped marlin at just over 3 fish/1000 hooks in 1955, to 165 striped marlin at 0.015 fish per 1000 hook in
1974 (an average of 1 striped d i n for each 66,000 hooks set).
There is little conelation between good years or poor years across the region. A spike in CPUE may appear in
a few blocks in one year and in others the following year. The spike in 1978 is the most obviously consistent
This was the year when overall fishing effort was very low across the region, and may reflect altered fishing
practices at the time.
CPUE (number of striped marlin11000 hooks) by month has been plotted for the same 10 x 20 degree blocks
of the southwest Pacific as above for the combined 18 year paiod h m 1970 to 1987 (Figure 8). This period
was selected as it contains relatively consistent catch rates and is before the introduction of the billfish
moratorium which changed fishing patterns around New Zealand In the northern areas (10 - 20' S) striped
marlin CPUE is low year round with only a slight rise in spring in the north Coral Sea (northwestern block)
(Figure 8). By contrast there is very high striped marlin CPUE in spring and early summer in the north
Tasman Sealsouth Coral Sea with the other bloclcs in the 20"s to 30's region showing low CPUE most of the
year with a peak in October. The Central Tasman and noahern New Zealand blocks (3MOo S) show
relatively high CPUE (1 to 1.7 striped m d i 1 0 0 0 hooks) in January and February, which tapers off in April
and May, then rather unexpectedly rises in September and October. The increase in December in the central
Tasman is l i l y to be an artefact of a few marlin landed in one year and generally very little 6shing effort in
this block during that month. From 1970 to 1987 there were very low striped marlin catch rates throughout
the year east ofNew Zealand (30's to 40's) and in the southem blocks (40's to 50's) (Figure 8).

5.2 Striped marlin reported in New Zealand's

E U

Data on striped marlin catch from commercial catch records (TLCERs, CLERs) and data collected by
scientific observers provide detail on catch and other parameters by set Catch by fleet shows that the
highest landed catches were reported by Japanese vessels during the 1980s, with landings peaking at 2798
fish in 1982 (Figure 9). There were very few striped marlin reported by commercial vessels in the early
1990s, but domestic capacity and reporting of discards i n c w e d in the mid 1990s and 1546 striped
marlin were reported by the domestic fleet in 1999. The number of striped marlin landed or discarded by
season and fleet is summarised in Table 2. Some striped marlin were landed by foreign licensed vessels
outside the Auckland Fisheries Management Area between 1988 and 1990. The recreational catch is
ploned for comparison and reported catch also peaked in 1999 at 2368 fish (Figure 9). Total striped
marlin catch for c o m b i i fleets was very similar in the early 1980s and the late 1990s with a period of
low catch andlor reporting in between.
The total weight of striped marlin landings and discards by season on TLCERs and CELRs is difficult to
ascertain There has been under-reporting of fish released by commercial fishers since 1987. Many
TLCERs and CELRs record the number of striped d i n discards but not the estimated weight. These
can be converted to an estimated weight using the average weight by season h m Bay of Island
Swordfish Club records. Not all striped marli are released alive, and dead discards are added to landings
to estimate fishing mortality in weight. New Zealand observer records give an overall estimate of fish
released alive from longline gear at 72% (Francis et al. 2004). The total weight of striped marlin landed
by commercial and recreational methods plus the estimate of those fish returned to the sea dead is plotted
in Figure 10. Landings peak in 1982 at 275 t with a further 1.1 t tagged and released Total landings plus
the known longline mortality in 1999 are estimated to be 251 t with a further 241 t released alive by
recreational and commercial fishers (Figure 10). Since 1994, the mean weight of striped marlin tagged
and released or discarded alive is 130 t per year (sd = 46.5 t). Since 1980, the mean weight of fish landed
or returned to the sea dead is 146 t per year (s.d= 56.9 t). Because of under-reporting and post release
mortality these figures should be treated as minimum estimates of catch.
The average number of striped marlin caught per set is very similar between Japanese and domestic fleets
according to TLCERs which record striped marlin (Figure 11). Over 60% of sets catching striped marlin
caught one or two fish. However, the domestic vessels catching striped marlin usually set between 600
and 1400 hooks (mode at 1000), the Japanese vessels usually set between 2400 and 3000 hooks (mode at
2600) (Figure 12). For domestic vessels to catch a similar number of striped marlin per set with less than
half as many hooks indicates that the cate rate by domestic vessels is higher than that on Japanese vessels.
However, these fleets may be fishing at different times of the year and they even fished during different
decades, with almost no overlap (See Figure 9). Therefore, direct comparisons of striped marlin CPUE
between fleets will not be particularly informative. The number of striped marlin caught per set by
Korean vessels is more variable but follows a similar trajectory to the other fleets (See Figure 11).
New Zealand observer records show that 80% of striped marlin are Caught in waters 20 "C or wanner, but
are occasionally caught in waters 17 to 19 "C (Figure 13). The overall range fiom observer records is 15.8
to 24.2 "C. The TLCER forms comprise a much larger database of striped marlin catch fiom all fleets
since 1980. A higher proportion of striped marlin are captured in 17 to 19 OC water according to these
records, although there may be a large proportion of fishing effort at these temperatures while targeting
southern bluefin tuna Overall, the pattern of catch at tempenrture is similar to the observer data with a
mode at 20 and 21 "C and a sharp decline at 19 "C (Figure 13). There are some very low sea temperatures
recorded for striped marliin captures on TLCERs, outside the expected range for this species. It is possible
that a few records may be correct. Most are probably incorrect and may be due to the recording or
punching of the wrong code, STM (striped marlin) when it should have been STN (southern bluefin tuna).
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For example, many ''striped marlin" reported from cold water came from latitudes higher than 45' S and
for 31 fish reported in waters between 10 and 12 OC the average weight was just 18 kg, a weight
consistent for southern bluefin tuna but not for striped marlin.
Very few striped marlin in the TLCER database are reported south of 42' S (Figure 14). ~ b s striped
t
marlin reprted on TLCERs were caught north of 3$ S. Japanese and Korean vessels took most of striped
marlin between 31" S and 38" S with a peak at 33 "S, while the domestic fleet caught more marlin in the
Bay of Plenty, East Cape area, 37's (Figure 14). This difference may be due to the different areas tished
during the months when striped marlin are most abundant in New Zedand waters.
Striped marlin catch is also affected by how and where the gear is set A study by Francis et al. (2000)
used discriminant function analysis of observer data to investigate a range of environmental and fishing
variables to determine whether longline sets that caught striped marlin could be distinguished from those
that did not. Longline sets catching striped marlin in New Zealand could be identified with a low error
rate (14%) using a suite of variables, primarily when sea surface temperature exceeds 18 "C and fish was
the main bait used. The effective fishing depth of longliine gear will also affect striped marlin catch rate,
with the highest catches coming from the shallowest hooks (Hanamoto 1978).
Striped marlin landings and reported discards P C E R s ) by 1 degree square for the years 1980-2002
combined have been plotted in Figure 15. A large proportion of this catch is from the northeast coast
(87% in FMA 1) and is taken from within 120 nautical miles of the coast (first and second 1 degree
squares h m the coast). On the west coast of the North Island most catch is taken within 60 nautical miles
of the coast (Figure 15), reflecting where most of the fishing effort has been applied. The highest recorded
catch for this period was 1408 striped marlin from 33" S 171" E square which is northeast of the Three
Kings Islands.

The weight distribution of landed and reported discards was derived fium TLCERs (1980-2002
combined) for shots where only one striped marlin was caught and an estimated weight is given. The
weight distribution of these striped marlin is plotted by fleet in Figure 16. Korean vessels report catching
a high pmportion of very small striped marlin compared with other fleets. It is possible that the weight
reported is a processed weight, but even so it is still' hard to believe. The Japanese report most striped
marlin in the 50 to 110 kg range with a broad mode between 70 and 100 kg (Figure 16). New Zealand
surface longliine weights are similar to the weight distribution of recreationally caught fish from Bay of
Island Swordfish Club Records for the same years as covered by the TLCERs (1980 to 2002). Striped
marlin recorded on Japanese vessels tend to be smaller than those caught by New Zealand vessels.

There has been some striped marlin bycatch reported fivm the purse-seine method, patticularly in New
Zealand (Bailey et al. 1996). Recreational fishas witnessed one incident in March 1994 when they picked up
two dead marlin released after being tangled in a purse-seine net h m the outside as it was hauled The vessel
was fishing for skipjack tuna between the Hen and Chicken Islands and the Mokohinua Islands at the time.
This is only one observed incident, but may be indicative of a cryptic incidental mortality caused by another
fishery.
5.3 Longline catch off northern New Zealand
Surface longliie catch and effort has also been surnmarised fmm a subset of OFP data for the 5 degree
squares that encompass most of the area of the EEZ around northern New Zedand (30 to 40's and 170°E
to 175"W, plus the Kermadec Islands 25 to 30" S and 180 to 175"W). This area was selected because it
encompassed the main areas in which striped marlin were likely to be caught in New Zealand waters.
However, this area also includes the waters of East Cape that have been fished extensively for southern

bluefin tuna during winter, when striped marlin would not be a likely component of catch. It also includes
an areajust outside the New Zealand EEZ to the north, where distant-water longline vessels are known to
operate and catch striped marlin
Surface longline landed catch by month in the northern New Zealand box (all years, 1952 to 2001
combined) peaks in January andFebruary, whereas fishing effort peaks in June and July (Figure 17).
Rather surprisingly, the striped marlin catch drops away until June and another mode appears in August,
with more fish caught than in March, April, or May. The number of fish reported h m northern New
Zealand is lowest in November and December (Figure 17).
Striped marlin longline CPUE by month for each 5 degree square shows high catch rate in the north
eastern area (25" S to 30° S) around the Kermadecs in October (Figure 18). For the three squares between
30 and 35" S catch peaks during January and February. South of 30" S, CPUE peaks in February and is
low for June to November. The exception is October in the 5 degree square off the west coast of the North
Island (Figure 18). A review of the data suggests that this is the result of very low overall fishing effort in
that area during this month and a report of a large number of striped marlii in on year (October 1964). It
is not a consistent occurrence and may be an error.
Striped marlin landin@ by surface longline in this box around northern New Zealand ranged h m 500 to
3000 fish per year h m 1956 until the first full year of the billfish moratorium in 1988 (mean 1493 fish,
s.d 1017 fish for that period). An exceptionally high catch of 5143 striped marlin was reported in 1971.
The annual fishing effort in the box around northemNew Zealand ranged between 2 million and 5 million
hooks until 1971. Fishing by surface longliiers changed h m seasonal to year round in the 1970s and
annual fishing effort fluctuated widely. Fishing effort declined sharply in 1975 and again in 1978,
probably due to very high oil prices in those years. During the 1980s effort was more consistent but
declined h m 12 million hooks after 1982.
The reported annual commercial land'igs of striped marlin for the northern New Zealand box peaked at
400 t (5143 fish) in 1971 and averaged 115 t per year (sd 80.3 t) (1493 fish) between 1956 and 1987
(Figure 19). Very few blue or black marlin are reported h m this area, although they are present in
modest numbers in the recreational catch. The large increase in the catch of broadbill swordfish landed
since 1980 (Figure 19) probably has more to do with changes in retention and marketability of small fish,
and targeting by some fishers, rather than changes in availabiiity.
Striped marlin have not been a major component of the surface longliie reported catch in the northem
New Zealand box since the 1950s. Reported ladings are similar to the proportion of yellowfin tuna
retained (Figure 20). Albacore and 'other species', which includes southern blue6n tuna, dominated
annual landings for may years. Since the early 1980s, bigeye tuna and swordfish have become a more
significant component of landed catch (Figure 20).
The data set compiled by OFP is incomplete for the catch h m some nations insome years. It contains a
long time-series of catch, mainly based on Japanese logbook data, and trends in CPUE should be
interpreted with caution Nominal striped marlin CPUE in the 5 degree square over the Kermadec
fisheries management area produced relatively high catch rates in the 1950s. these decked during the
1960s and are quite variable between the 1970s and 1990s (Figure 21). This area has experienced low
fishing effort for the last 16 years (mean = 78 000 hooks, s.d = 130 000 hooks per year) (Figure 22). The
three 5 degree squares in the far north of New Zealand (30" S and 35' S) produced moderate CPUE
between 0.5 and 2 fish per 1000 hooks until the mid 1970s, followed by lower catch rates and no clear
trend (See Figure 21). CPUE exceeded 1 fish per 1000 hooks in the area around North Cape in 1956,
1958, 1967-1971, 1975, and 1976. These three 5 degree squares combined had an average of 750 000

hooks set per year since 1970. The three 5 degree squares across the central North Island (35" S to 40' S)
have mostly had low striped marlin CPUE, especially in the two squares with most fishing effort, which
averaged over 4 million hooks per annum since 1970. Periodically the west coast of the North Island
experiences CPUE above 1 fish per 1M)O hooks. This occurred in 1964, 1971, 1976, and 1999 (See
Figure 21).
5.4 Striped marlin recreational catch

There is a long tradition amongst New Zealand gamefish clubs of keeping records of catch. The Bay of
Islands Swordfish Club has published details of individual striped marlin caught in their area or by their
members fishing elsewhere since 1925. The New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council (NZBGFC), which
is an umbrella group for gamef~hclubs, also keeps national records such as heaviest fish for each lime
class and awards national tmphies. NZBGFC has kept a record the first marlin caught each season since
1979. It is invariably a striped m d i usually caught in mid to late December. Over the last 25 years one
striped marlin was caught in November (11 November 1993) and twice the fust marlin was taken in
January. Although there is some competition between keen anglers and skippers to catch the first marlin
of the season fishing effort increases significantly after 25 December when many boat owners head for
holiday destinations over the Christmas and New Year break The fishing season spans New Year, and
club records are kept by fishing season, starting 1 July and ending 30 June the following year.
The annual recorded recreational catch of striped marlii (landed and tagged fish combined) ranges from a
low of 75 fish in 1969-70 to a high of 2368 in 1998-99 (Figure 23). 194849 was an exceptional season
with 1365 striped marlin reported. Even with advances in vessels and fishing gear and a larger population
of active fishers, this record national tally was not surpassed until 1993-94 (Figure. 23). Recreational
catch tallies were relatively low during the 1960s and early 1970s, then show a steady increase until the
early 1980s. This series of successll seasons led to an increase on participation in the fishery. New boats
were built and the charter fleet expanded Three seasons of much lower catch followed (1984-85 to
198-7)
which led to demands for management controls on surface longline vessels, and a three year
moratorium on landing billfish on commercial vessels was introduced in October 1987. Total recreational
striped marlin catch increased in two seasons to the peak levels seen in 1980-81, maintained that level for
5 years, then doubled in 1994-95 and was consistently high for the rest of the 1990s (Figure 23). Bay of
Islands Swordfish Club (BOISC) records show a similar trend. This single club recorded 50% of the
national catch in the 1960s and 1970s, but as the fishery expanded during the 1990s many more clubs
were formed and new areas fished and the proportion of the recreational catch taken by the BOISC
declined (Figure 23).
There are no records of the total number of boats that participate in the recreational striped marlin fishery.
Trends in participation and fishing success can be inferred h m the BOISC records of the number of
boats recording one or more striped marlin per year. Boat names were not recorded until 1934. Between
12 and 18 boats were catching striped marlin during the 1930s, and the maximum number recorded in any
season before 1975-76 was 27 (Figure 24). There followed a period of steady growth, apart h m the mid
1980s, to a peak of 127 boats recording striped marlin in 1994-95. The numbers of successll boats has
declined to a mean of 72 boats over the last four seasons (Figure 24).
There are no historical records of fishing effort for the BOISC fleet Although the number of boats
participating has increased, many of these are private vessels that fish only a few days a year. Rather than
using catch per season or month, catch per day is wed here to indicate changes in catch rate. When
fishing is good more than one striped marlin may be caught by a boat in a single day. The frequency of
these multiple captures can be summarised by fishing season (Appendix 3). For example, in 1934 15
i times that season a boat caught two
boats recorded catching 106 striped marlin for the season. S

striped marlin in a day, four times a boat landed three fish in a day, and once four fish were landed in a
single boat day. In 1986-87,48 boats landed 106 striped marlin and only once were two fish landed in a
single boat day.
The number of striped marlin caught in multiple captures per season was relatively high in the 1940s and
1950s and again in the 1990s (Figure 25). However, it was very low during the 1%0s, 1970s, and mid
1980s. 194849 again stands out as a very successful season for the members of the BIOSC, with 328
striped marlin caught in multiple captures (Figure 25).
The number of vessels and m u a l catch has increased since 1934. As total catch increases, the number of
multiple captures would be expected to increase. Striped marlin taken in multiple captures are plotted as a
proportion of total catch for each season in Figure 26. In four of the seasons before 1950 the proportion of
striped marlin taken in multiple captures is close to 60%. Overall, between 1934 and 1958-59 the average
proportion was 36%, while for the period 1959-60 to 1986-87 multiple captures accounted for just 13%
of striped marlin on average, and seldom exceeded 20%. There is a higher proportion ofmultiple caphues
since 1988 (mean 30% of total catch) but many of these can be athibuted to boats fishing the banks north
of the Three Kings Islands. The reason they tmvel that distance and endure the rough seas is that catch
rates are generally higher than on the coast, where fishing was located in the early years.
Recreational striped marlin CPUE (fish per boat day) has been collected from east Northland charter boat
skippers since 1977. Some skippers were able to pmvide records for preceding seasons. The number of
respondents and mean CPUE per season are listed in Appendix 4. Recreational CPUE rose initially over
the first five years to a peak of 0.25 striped m d i o a t day in 1979-80 (Figure 27). CPUE was low for
three years in the mid 1980s, e.g., in 1984 to 1987 mean = 0.06 striped m a r l h a t day. CPUE reached
0.25 striped marliuhat day in the 199394 and 1994-95 seasons, and peaked again in 1998-99 (0.26
striped marlintboat day). For 6 of the last 7 years reported, recreational CPUE has remained above the
long term average of 0.16 striped m a t h h a t day (Figure 27).
Environmental and fishing-related factors for 1981 to 1997 were modelled using stepwise multiple
regressions to investigate the amount of variab'iity they can explain in gamefish charter CPUE
(Holdsworth et al. 2003). Factors investigated were sea surface temperature during the fishing season, El
Nino southern oscillation index, the position of,the 20 "C isotherm at the beginning of the fishing season,
annual commercial landing of striped marlin in the New Zealand 200 mile zone, and surface longline
CPUE in the wider southwest Pacific.
Surface longline CPUE in the general SW Pacific (10" to 40°S, 16S0Eto 160°W) had a strong positive
correlation with New Zealand recreational CPUE (P = 0.001) (Holdswotth et al. 2003). However, this
correlation was not found with longline CPUE fiom the western Tasman Sea and Coral Sea (10" to 40' S,
145' to 165' E) where catch rates are generally higher and some targeting is likely. The total surface
longline landings of striped marlin in New Zealand each season were negatively correlated with
recreational CPUE (P = 0.019), which indicates a possible interaction between these fisheries
(Holdsworth et al. 2003).
6. SIZE AND GROWTH

6.1 Size structure of recreational striped marlin catch
The best time series of catch records is available h m BOISC yearbooks. Of the 15 163 striped marlin
recorded as landed or tagged and released since 1925, 15 127 have individual weights. Overall, the mean
weight was 104.8 kg (s.d. = 22.82 kg) with a median of 103.8 kg and a weight distribution that is very

close to normal @ = 0.0305) (Figure 28). However, there has been a declining trend in average size over
this time. Before 1960 average striped marlin weights ranged between 106 and 124 kg per season (Figure
29). Since then the average weight each season shows more inter-annual variability and a declining trend

The plot of cumulative weight frequencies in 16 year blocks in the early years, then 10 year blocks from
1960 on, show that the proportion of small fish has increased and the number of large fish has decreased
(Figure 30). The proportion of striped marlin under 100 kg in the recreational catch before 1945 was IS%,
but during the 1990s the proportion in under 100 kg was 58%. The proportion of fish 130 kg and overhas
not changed over the last three decades (Figure 30).
Lengths of striped marlin (n = 622) from New Zealand between 1985 and 1994 ranged from 1760 mm
fish (33 kg) to a 2820 mm female (141.6 kg). The mean lower jaw fork length for all fish was 2373 nun
(s.d = 167 mm) and mates (mean = 2310 mm, s.d = 158 mm) w m generally smaller than females (mean
= 2417 mm, s.d. = 163 mm) (Figure 3 1). Over 99% of striped marlin in this data set are longer than 2000
mm and female striped marlin were 10% longer and 16% heavier than males. Only fish landed at club
weigh stations were measured, and, following negotiations over the introduction of the billfish
moratorium (198748 season), a voluntary minimum size was introduced and recreational anglers lifted
the proportion of striped m d i tagged and released from less than 1% to over 50%. Generally, more
small marlin were tagged and released than large marlin, particularly in the late 1980s. The sex ratio
observed when almost all fish where landed was 1:l (n = 61). This changed in fish landed from 198748
to 1993-94 to 3:4 male to female (n = 561) following the introduction of the 90 kg voluntary minimum
weight

Length-weight conversion equations have been derived from these data for male, female, and both sexes
combined for striped marlin caught by recreational anglers in New Zealand (Table 3). There was no
statistical diierence between the length-weight regressions of males and females (Figure 32). Lower jaw
fork lengths used in these calculations were measured with a tape over the curve of the body. A sample of
35 striped marlin, ranging h r n 2185 mm to 2656 mm, was also measured with callipers in 2004.
Measuring over the curve of the body added, on average, 1.87% (s.d = 0.868 %)to the stmight l i e lower
jaw fork length (Appendix 5).

6.3 von Bertalanffy growth estimates
There have been a number of published estimates of striped marlin growth rates using the von Bertalanffy
growth model. Davie & Hall (1990) estimated eight age classes from ring counts in dorsal spines of 211
New Zealand striped marlin fiom the same sample used in the length weight relationship above. A
significant relationship was identified between length and dorsal spine radius (12 = 0.83). Dorsal spine
ring counts and spine radius were used to backcalculate length at age to describe growth. Length at age
data were applied to the von Bertalanffy growth model and the following parameters were obtained:
Lm=3010 mm, K=0.22 annual, and b= -.04. These estimates should be treated with caution because the
growth of striped marlin may not be well described by the von BertalanfFy curve and the length at age
estimates are invalidated The New Zealand striped marlin growth model predicts slower growth in the
first year and greater annual growth in older fmh compared with others from the Pacific region (Figure
33). The mean lengths at age from the three models are presented in Table 4.

There is little information on striped marlin growth from the New Zealand gamefish tagging programme.
Attempts a! measuring marlin in the water have not proved successfil and only estimated weights are
available on release. The longest term recapture was at liberty for 2 years 10 months and was reported to
weigh 74 kg dressed or about 104 kg whole weight on recapture. This fish was estimated to be 95 kg
when tagged and released.
7. COOPERATIVE TAGGING PROGRAMME
7.1 Background

The New Zealand Cooperative Gamefish Tagging Pmgramme was initiated by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries in 1975 following requests fiom game fishing clubs. Initially, assistance was
received fium the NMFS Billfish Tagging Program based in La Jolla, California Although theta@ were
intended for billfish, a variety of species was tagged and acceptance of tag and release of striped marlin
was slow because of the value placed by New Zealand anglers on retaining their catch for food (Saul $
Holdsworth 1992). Less than 5% of recreationally caught billfish were tagged and released before 1987.
As part of the negotiations surrounding the billfsh moratorium recreational fishers were asked to
substantially increase tagging of billfish, with a target of 50% for striped marlin. This was achieved with
the assistance of the New Zealand Big Game Fishing Council which persuaded member clubs to accept a
voluntary minimum size for landed fish of 90 kg.
The Gamefish Tagging Programme is now funded by the New Zealand M
i of Fisheries who contract
out the "Management of data h m the gamefish tag recapture programme" (PEL2003101) and the New
Zealand Big Game Fishing Council who purchase and distribute tags to fishing clubs and anglers at cost.
Tags are supplied free to commercial fishers who express an interest in tagging billfish.
7.2 Release information

The proportion of the recreational striped marlin catch tagged and released increased dramatically in the
late 1980s, and has been fairly consistent at between 60% and 70% since 1993-94 (Figure 34). Therefore
the data collected h m anglers on tag cards can be used to describe a large proportion of the fishery.
Striped marlin tagged by W i s h statistical reporting area shows that east Northland (areas 002 and 003)
have the highest proportion of catch with about 29% each, followed by area 048 to the North with the
King Bank and MiddIesex Bank marlin contributing about 22% of tagged fish (Figure 35). The Bay of
Plenty (areas 008, 009, and 010) contribute about 8% of tag n u m h . This is quite a change from the
1940s and 1950s when the fishing, particularly around Mayor Island, rivalled that fiom the Bay of
IsIands. The west coast of the North Island (areas 40 to 46) provides some very productive fishing in good
years with about 6% of tagged fish fium this region Area 47 includes the Three Kings Islands as well as
N i e t y Mile Beach and contributes about 8% of tag numbers h m the far north and west coast areas
(Figure 35). Recreational fishers tag 98% of the striped marlin on record; most of the rest have been
tagged on surface longline vessels.
7.3 Recapture information

There have been 64 recaptures of striped marlin &om 11 777 releases (Holdsworth & Saul 2004). Tbe
overall recapture rate of 0.5% is less than in the other striped marlin tagging programmes and for other

marlin species (Ortiz et al. 2003). The highest recapture rate for billfish species (just over 2%) b claimed
by white marlin, the close Atlantic relative of striped marlin. Most striped marlin recaptures worldwide
have been made within a year of release and the New Zealand programme is no different (97% 4 year).
Of 26 recapture reported in 1997-98 and 1998-99 15 were reported by recreational anglers (58%) and
only one was reported by a domestic longline vessel. In the subsequent four years there have been only
six striped marlin recaptured by recreational fishers in New Zealand with most other reports coming from
surface longline vessels from around the southwest Pacific.
Despite a low recapture rate, the New Zealand tagging programme has provided a useful insight into the
movements of striped marlin in the southwest Pacific. A thii of all recaptuta have been made in distant
waters, more than 1200 km from their release point, including Australia, Solomon Islands, New
Caledonia, Fiji Islands, Kingdom of Tonga, Western Samoa, Tahiti, and Marquesas Islands (Figure 36).
8. SATELLITE TAGGING PROGRAMME
8.1 Background

A New Zealand Marine Research Foundation project attached six popup archival satellite tags (PSATs)
to striped marlin caught by recreational methods off New Zealandin 2003. These tag!i have sensors that
collect detailed information on water temoerature..deoth.
. .and l i d t levels. These data are stored while the
tag remains on the fish, then at a prcdete&ned time the tag r&ases from the fish, floats to the surface,
and starts transmitting summary information to orbiting satellites. Daily positions can be estimated from
day length and the time of su&e and sunset Five of the six tags deployed in 2003 delivered data and
two released early. Durations of actual deployments were between 20 and 60 days, indicating that these
five fish all survived capture and release on standard recreational fishing gear. The tag that failed to
transmit was programmed to release after 109 days (Sippel 2005).
8.2 Temperature and depth preferences

Results from the PSATs showed that New Zealand striped marlin m n g l y prefer the upper mixed layer,
spending more than 95% of the time in waters of 20 OC. One marlin tagged late in the season swam
straight for the tropics and recorded waters warmer than the other tagged fish (up to 29 OC). Patterns of
day-night temperature preferences are hard to discern h m the limited data set In near-shore New
Zealand waters there is a trend toward the marlin spending night time in surface waters which are slightly
warmer compared to during the day, when they venture to deeper cooler waters more of the time.
Although not statistically significant, this suggests that striped marlin may use daytime warm surface
waters to raise their body temperature after deep dives into cooler water (Sippel 2005).
Striped marlii studied in Hawaii (Brill et al. 1993) spent less than 1% of their time in water less than 20
OC. In Califomia, Holts & Bedford (1990) described striped marlin seeking the warmest water available
(18-20 ' C ) but showing occasional excursions into deeper water of 10-12 OC. The New Zealand tagged
fish recorded maximum daily temperature ranges between 15 and 26.1 O C (Sippel 2005). This is a greater
daily range of temperatures than observed in Hawaii and Caliomia, despite such ranges W i g available
in Hawaii. The result may be related to the large size of New Zealand striped marlin and the o p p o ~ t y
this presents to use thermal inertia of the body to b e h a v i o d y thennoregulate.
New Zealand striped marlin spend more than 65% of daytime in the upper 5 m of the water column and
more than 78% of night in the upper 5 m. Deepest dives were to 310 m, deeper than striped marlin have

,

been recorded before (less than 100 m,California; Holts & Bedford 1990: less than 180m, Hawaii; Brill
et al. 1993).
8.3 Movements and migration

Estimates of fish locations using light-based geolocation are accurate to within about 0.5" of longitude
and 1.5O of latitude. At best, a given estimate of location is within a 50 nautical mile radius. A sea surface
temperature model was used to help refine estimates of latitude. Striped marlin tagged in coastal waters
during 2003 quickly moved out of the range of most recreational vessels. No marlin remained within 22
krn of the coast (12 nautical miles) for more than a day or two after tag deployment. Only one marlin
svent a~~reciable
amounts of time within 100 km of shore: the other four moved beyond 100 km from the
coast w i k n 1 to 3 days. As a proportion, of the total djstance through which these four marlin swam,
less than 4% of their total distance traversed was within 100 Ian of New Zealand (Sippel 2005).
One fish remained relatively near New Zealand and spent most of its time near the King Bank. Two fish
stayed north of New Zealand during February, March, and early April, and one fish started moving away
h m New Zealand in mid April ending up 1630 km northeast of the release point. A striped marlin tagged
in early May at the King Bank moved rapidly north to Vanuatu, a straight line distance of 2140 km in 33
days. This is a displacement rate of 58 km per day. These movement data are consistent with patterns seen
from recaptures in the cooperative tagging programme using conventional tags.
9. DISCUSSION
The striped marlin is truly an oceanic pelagic species, distributed throughout the subtropical and warm
temperate waters of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. n e y do not appear to be common in the warmest
tmpical waters along the equator and in the western central Pacific (warm pool), at least in sizes which
amear in catch records. The distribution of iwenile strived marlin is not well known. but thev tend to be
f&d in the warmer part of the adult -@.-The adults A g a t e seasonally into highklatitudes and cooler
waters after spawning in late spring (November and December in the southern hemisphere).
Striped marlin generally arrive in New Zealand's northern waters during December and January as warm
oceanic water pushes south, aided by the East Auckland Current. They prefer surface water temperatures
of 20 to 23 "C according to data from scientific observer records and popup satellite archival tags on
New Zealand striped marlin, although occasionally fish are found in water down to 14 "C.

TLCER records of very small striped marlin being caught off the lower South Island in waters of 10-12
"C are highly doubtful. A possible explanation for this is the miscoding of southern bluefin tuna (STN) for
striped marlin (STM), either on the forms or at time of data entry. Most striped marlin caught by longline
in New Zealand have been north of 38' S and very few have been from south of 42" S. If rniscoding is
occuning, it does not seem to affect a significant number of records at higher latitudes.

Striped marlin carrying popup archival satellite tags in Mexico spent 95% of their time in 20-25 "C
water (Domeier et al. 2003) and recreational catch rates in Mexico are highest in waters between 22 and
24 OC. Domestic longline standardised catch rates off eastern Australia are highest in waters of 24 and 25
"C, while 97% of striped marlin catch came from areas with surface water temperatures between 18 and
27 C (Bromhead et al. 2004). Francis et al. (2000) investigated the factom affecting striped marlin catch
rates in New Zealand using commercial catch records and found that there was a signif~cantdifference
between sea surface temperature (SST) in sets that caught marlin (mean SST 21.8 "C) and those that did
not (mean SST 19.6 OC). Striped marlin were caught predominantly when SST was higher than 18 "C and

when fish was the main bait type. Striped marlin in New Zealand waters spend a high proportion of their
time at or near the surf= (67% *4% during the day and 78% 32% at night) (Sippel 2005). Sea surface
temperature appears to have a strong influence on striped marlin distribution. This is of particular
significance in northern New Zealand which is located on the southern boundary of their preferred
temperature range in summer and autumn.
In New Zealand, the highest striped marlin catch and catch rates h m longline and recreational methods
occur just to the north of the North Island. Some gamefish charter boats spialise in fishing trip to the
Three Kings Islands where high catch rates are recorded h m the King Bank and Middlesex Bank in
particular (both about 33" 55' S). Longline catch in New Zealand is highest right across the 33" S to 34's
latitude. Striped marlin catch declines markedly south of East Cape (37" 40' S) on the east coast and
Cape Egmont (39' 10' S) on the west coast of the North Island.

Annual longline catch rates of striped marlin around New Zealand have been variable but relatively low
compared t o the higher catch rates in the North Tasrnan and Coral Sea where they are available year
round However, much of the longline effort around New Zealand is in areas and/or months when striped
d i n are generally not available. CPUEs in the North Tasman and Coral Sea have declined significantly
since the 1950s and appear to be continuing to trend down. Changes in target species and the tendency to
set the gear deeper since the mid 1970s may have contributed to this trend, although given the continued
downward trend, it is very important to determine the actual contribution of such changes in fishing
practices to catch rates. Logbook records of individual surface long l i e sets h m a wide a m would be
required to s t a n d d i e striped marlin CPUE.
Myers & Worm (2003) aggregated catch rates across tuna and billfish species for each fishery type and
interpret this as a timeseries measure of "community biomass". This literal interpretation of longline
CPUE as a relative index of fish abundance led them to conclude that "industrialized fisheries typically
reduced community biomass by 80% during the first 15 years of exploitation'', and that "large predatory
fish biomass today is only about 10% of preindustrial levels" (Myers & Worm 2003). However, it seems
implausible that the steep decline in CPUE in the fustfew years is solely caused by an equivalent decline
in the stock biomass when the fishery had only just started and removed the first few thousand tomes of
tuna and billfish. Longlimes do not randomly sample pelagic populations but tend to select mainly the
largest and oldest members of the population, so to infer that the CPUE indexes the entire population,
or even the entire adult population, in this instance is incorrect (Hampton et al. Unpublished report to
Standing Committee on Tuna and Billfish 2003). The biomass trajectory proposed by Myers and
Worm does not fit with more comprehensive species specific stock assessment models. Possible
explanations for the high initial CPUE are abnormally high recruitment at the time; and very high
effectiveness of longlime gear during the initial years. The segment of the striped marlin population
of large old fish that were most susceptible to longline gear may have declined quite rapidly in the
South Pacific during the 1950s.
In New Zealand, the highest monthly catch for the surface longline method is recorded in JanusryFebruary, and the highest recreational catch is in February and March. In some seasons large numbers of
striped marlin are found in the Three Kings recreational fishery in April and May. Longline records show
that stxiped marlii have been caught in New Zealand waters in every month, with lowest catches in
November and December and an intriguing spike in catch rates in October, particularly around the
Kermadec Islands.

The dramatic increase in catch rates during October also occurs in the wider southwest Pacific, north and
east of New Zealand. Possible explanations for this are an increase in catchabiiity of striped marlin before

spawning or an increase in targeting of pre-spawning stxiped marlin by surface longline vessels (this is
in Japan).
when the flesh tums becomes more orange and they attain the highest
There has been a fundamental change in the surface longline fishery in New Zealand's EEZ as a result of
the billfish moratorium introduced in 1987, and subsequent changes to fishing regulations and policy
which prohibit commercial fishers landing marlin and other istiophorid billfish. Foreign licensed distant
water fishing vessels, mainly from Japan and Korea, have not fished in New Zealand waters since 1995,
and a large number of smaller domestic surface longlie vessels entered the fishery during the 1990s.
Also up to five Japanese vessels are chartered to fish for southern bluefin tuna on behalf of a New
Zealand wmpany (See Table 1).
Surface longline is the main commercial fishing method that catches striped marlin Before 1988 the
reported longline landings around northern New Zealand were variable, peaking at about 400 t and over
5000 fish in 1971. Striped marlin generally made up less than 5% of longhe land'mgs by weight,
although some vessels did target the species (Bailey et at. 1996). Since 1988 there has been significant
under-reporting of striped marlin retumed to the sea by domestic vessels, but this appears to be changing.
An estimate of domestic longline discards in 199748 was 930 -more than twice the number reported on
TLCERs (Trancis et al. 2000). There are also anecdotal repolts from some domestic surface longlime
skippen that they do not report tagged marlin they recapture.
Striped marlin is the main target species in the northern gamefish fishery. Total recreational striped marlin
catch is well captured in club records as there is a strong culture of weighing landed fish and reporting tag
and release. The recreational catch has increased significantly fiom a few hundred fish per season in the
1960s and 19709 - 6 t h a low of 82 fish in 1970-71 -to over 1500 per season in the mid to late 1990s.
The total recreational catch recorded in club records peaked in 1999 at 2368 striped marlin. The total
weight of catch that year is estimated to be 210 f but 67% of these were tagged and released.
Gamefish club records also provide individual fish weights. The Bay of Islad Swordfish Club rewrds
contain good information on the weight distribution of striped marlin in New Zealand since the 1920s.
Since 1960 there has been greater interannual variability in average weight, and there has been a
significant d e c l i g trend in mean weight h m about 120 kg to 95 kg. A much higher proportion of the
recreational catch is small and medium sized fish (less than 100 kg) and that trend appears to be
continuing. Techniques for targeting marlin have changed over the years and the area fished has
expanded, but these changes occurred in the 1980s and 1990s (Peter Saul, president Whangarei Deep Sea
Angen Club, pen. comm.). Changes in fishing area may have an effect on the size of fish caught For
instance larger striped marlin may be caught in cooler coastal waters while smaller fish are more likely to
be taken from warmer o a o r e waters. As yet there are no data to support this assumption.
Smce 1990, most of the recreational catch has been tagged and released. The estimated weight on release
is recorded in club records. Some data are available on the accuracy of weight estimates from recaptures
oftagged fish. Fishers appear to estimate fish around the voluntary minimum size of 90 kg quite well, but
overestimate larger fish (Holdsworth & Saul 2004). Therefore, mean weights fiom the BOISC rewrds
over the last 14 years are less precise and may be V i e d high.
If surface longliig was impacting on the abundance of striped marlin in the southwest Pacific,
particularly the larger older fish, then we would expect the size composition of the population to change.
The size composition of striped marlin in the BOISC records appears to start changing in the late 1950s,
at the same time surface longlime CPUE was declining.
There is also evidence fiom BOISC records of a sharp decline in the incidence of multiple captures by
one boat on a single day. Before 1958-59, 36% of striped marlin were taken in multiple captures and in

some seasons close to 60% of all striped marlin caught were landed as part of a multiple capture. From
1960 to 1987, the proportion dropped to a mean of 13% and seldom exceeded 20%. Thereis a higher
proportion of multiple captures since 1988 (mean 30% of total catch), but many of these can be attributed
to boa& fishing the banks north of the Three Kings Islands. The reason fishers travel that distance and
endure the rough seas is that catch rates are generally higher than on the coast, where all fishing was
located in the early years. If the proportion of multiple captum is used as a measure of the quality of the
mreational striped marlin fishing over a period of relatively stable fleet size and similar fishing methods,
then the fishery was nearly three times better in the 1940s and 1950s than it was in the 1960s and 1970s.
Changes in the number of multiple catches per boat day in the New Zealand recreational fishery may not
be reflected in CPUE from other.fisheries ind there is no simple way to translate the index into one that
may relate to relative abundance.
The changes in average size and rerreational fishing success occur 4 or 5 years after large numbers of
striped marlin were first caught in the southwest Pacific and 2 or 3 years after Japanese longlinm started
fishing extensively in the area to the north of New Zealand There is no doubt that fishing decreases the
abundance of fish populations. The abundance and size structure of the striped marlin population
available to recreational fishers in New Zealand has been affected by surface longlining in the southwest
Pacific since the late 1950s.
Following the introduction of the billfish moratorium, CPUE in the recreational fishery has improved
from the very low levels of the mid 19803. For the 8 years between 199394 and 200041, GPUE in the
recreational charter boat fishery was above the long-term (27 year) mean. However, during the best
fishing years in the 1990s CPUE was equivalent to the best years in the early 1980s on the Northland east
coast (0.25 striped marlin per charter boat day averaged over the whole season).
Some data for charter boats that predominantly fish at the Three Kings Islands have been excluded h m
the CPUE index The main attraction of this remote location is higher striped marlin catch rate than on
the coast, although the fishery can be mercurial. Recreational boats have caught up to 15 striped marlin
per day on the banks to the north of the Three Kings and charter boat CPUE is often more than 0.5 striped
marlin per charter boat day averaged over the whole season in this fishery.
Recreational charter boat striped m d i CPUE has been found to be positively correlated with longlie
CPUE &om the southwest Pacific. This correlation may be attributed to changes in the general abundance
of striped marlin in the region Other influences on recreational CPUE are longline catch in New Zealand
fisheries waters (negative correlation) and possibly habitat preference. The presence of warm oceanic
water is often associated with higher recreational catch rates, but the poor seasons in the mid 1980s were
warmer than normal @oldsworth et al. 2003).

In 2001, 570 anglers were surveyed to estimate the economic contribution of the recreational billfish
in New Zealand. A question was asked about billfish not recorded in club records. It was
estimated :hat 7% of biifish were not recorded in club records. This may be an under-estimate as the face
to face interviews were conducted at the main fishing ports only. That year gamefish club records
recorded the proportion of billfish catch as: 84% striped marlin; 12% blue marlin; 2% swordfish; 2%
shortbill spearfish, and a few black marlin (Boyd et al. 2002).

fish-

The 200041 billfishery generated significant economic benefits for New Zealand, both regionally and
nationally. Total expenditure by billfishers in 2000-01 was $65 million, of which $13 million was by
overseas fishers. The billfish fishery has its greatest economic impact inNorthland and the Bay.of Plenty.
Expenditure by billfishem in Northland was $34 million, and in the Bay of Plenty $27 million. There was
total expenditure of $3 million in the biishery in other regions (Boyd et al. 2002).

The additional economic activity generated by the billfishery is also significant On a nationwide basis,
and taking into account indirect production effects and induced consumption effects, the economic
contribution of the billfishery is estimated to generate $17 million in gross output, 151 full time
equivalent jobs and a further $8.4 million in value added (Boyd et al. 2002).
Tagging data, both conventional and electronic, show that striped marlin leaving New Zealand spread
widely m u n d the southwest Pacific, but not beyond. Occasionally a tagged fish is recaptured the
following season back in New Zedand waters. Striped d i n seem to shed tags more easily than other
billfish, with very few r e c a m longer than a year at liberty and bio-fouling by gooseneck barnacles
appears to be a problem. The longest tern striped marlin recapture recorded in any tagging programme
was 2 years 10 months for a fish tagged at the King Bank which was recaptured off Bennagui, southern
New South Wales, Australia
Electronic tags have evolved into a usefui tool for collecting biological and movement data continuously
for individual fish. They also are difficult to anchor, but have successfilly captured and reported data on
striped marlin for up to nine months (Michael Domeier, President Pfleger Institute of Environmental
Research, pers. comm). The New Zealand Marine Research Foundation project in 2003 was the first to
use the popup satellite anhive tags on striped marlin in the South Pacific. Five of the six tags reported
information and these five fish all survived captwe and release. All were tagged in the far north of New
Zealand, and while they moved m u n d quite extensively, they all stayed north of North Cape, the same
area where commercial catches have been greatest.Two fish moved away, one to the northeast in mid
April and the other over 2000 km north in May. Clearly, these fish forage successfully in oceanic waters
and are not reliant on school fish over the continental shelfor particular submarine structures for food.
2003 was not a particularly warm year and temperature preference may have influenced the movement of
these fish in a warmer year they may have moved further down the coast Temperature appears to
influence the southern boundary of striped marlin distribution. It is plausible that if global warming
results in warmer sea temperatures, shiped marlin may range further south and the fishing season may
become longer.
The recently established Western Central Pacific Fisheries Commission will provide a management
M e w o r k for highly migratory species in the region. The focus of that body will initially be on the large
fisheries for tuna, but will eventually turn to striped marlin as a major bycatch and high value commercial
and recreational species. The New Zealand catch of striped d i n is a small but significant component of
the total southwest Pacific catch. There is a well developed, valuable recreational fishery in northern New
Zealand and the detailed catch records spanning the last 80 years have conbiiuted to an understanding of
the fishery.
The New Zealand fishery tends to catch large striped marlin and is on the southern boundary of their
distribution. Sound international management of this species is therefore very important for New Zealand,
as increased fishing pressure may affect this fishery the most.
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Table I: Number of surface longline vessels operating in New Zealand fisheries waters by year fmm
New b l a n d fisheries reporting forms TLCERs and CELRs.

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

1995
19%
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Japan
86
85
73
56
36
37
42
54
58
37
44
51
35
26
8
7

5

5
5
4
4
4
4

Korea

New Zealand Philippines

USA

Total
vessels
86
%
77
60
54
50
48
62
72

11
4
4

18
13
6

8
14
6

50

1
1
1

63
82
69
76
70
102
87
69
86
91
113
134
153
131

Table 2: Number of striped marlin caught by commercial fleet by fwhing season (1 Oct to 30 Sept)
(from TLCERs m d CELRs) and by mreational fmhers by fishing season (1July to 30 June) (from
and tagging database).
New Zealand Big Game Fishing ~ o u n e irecords
l

Fishing
Year

Jaoan
landed

Jaoan
discarded

Kom
landed

Domstic
discarded

USA
discarded

NZrecreational
landed

Total

1301
2512
3536
1721'
1943
977
2 127
2 010
689
1116
953
765
774
1001
1651
2 295
2 271
2 325
1 826
3 910
1973
1750
1 397
40 823

Total

Table 3: Conversions for length and weight derived from striped marlin measured caught by
recreational fishers in New Zealand (LJFC=Lower jaw-fork curve).
DESCRIPTION
Male, lower jaw-fork (curveplm) to weight (kg)
Female, lowerjaw-fork (curve,mm) to weight (kg)
Either sex, lower jaw-fork (curve, mm) to weight (kg)
Lower jaw-fork (curve,mm) to age (years)

EQUATION
W = .00W0002LA2.88
W = .00000002L "2.90
W = .00000002L "2.90
Age = -.04 (1122) x In (1 (LFFU3010)

-

-

Table 4: Age and mean lower jaw -fork lengths (mm, curved) estimated from von Bertalaffy growth
models from different regions of the Pacific Ocean.
Age

Kopf (ZOOS)
New Zealand

Melo-Barrera et'al.
(2003)Mexico WFC

Skillman & Yong

(1976)Hawaii WFC

Fieore 1: Distrihntion of striped marlin catch from Japanese longline records (196669). Grey
stiipled arms indicate rrm&fmoderate to high catch rat** Cross-hatched areas represent lower
catch rates. Actual distribution extends rpprorimatcly 5-10° sooth and north. Reproduced from
Squire & Sumki (1990) with permission from NCMC

Prey item

a
' Baker (1966)

Figure 2: Percentage of striped marlin stomachs (>.OSO/) containing prey items from lour stbmach
contents analysis iu New Zealand
1 OOOW
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Figure 3: Number of striped marlin landed and number of books set by surface longlhe vessels in the
southwest Pacific Ocean (103- SO'S 140'E - 130aW)from Ocean Fisheries Progrsmme data.

Ye0I

Figure 4: Longline billfbb landed catch by weight in the southwest Pa*=

O m u from OFP data.

Year

Figure 5: Tbe proportion of reported longline lauded catch by weight for striped marlin and the
main tuna species in the southwest Pacific by y a r .
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Figure 9: Total number of striped marlin landed in the New Zenland EEZ for longline vessels by nationality by
calendar year and recreational catch (landed and tagged combined) by fwhing season.
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BSTM Landed w dead

Figure 10: Estimated weight of striped marlin landings and released dead by commercial and recreational
methods combined (grey) and the estimated weight of Live commercial discards and recreational fwh tagged and
released Datched) by year in New Zealand.
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Figure 11: The number of striped marlin caught per longline set in the New Zealand EEZ by flzet.

Number of hooks

Figure 12: The number of hooks in each set by longline vessels by fleet in the New Zealand EEZ.

Temperature (C)
Fignn 13: The sea surface temperature recorded at the start of sets catching striped maAn from tuna lougline
catch effort returns flL€ER) and scientific observer records.
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Figure 14: The number of striped marlin caught (landed and reported discards) by whole latitude at the start of
set in the New Zealand EEZ by longline fleet.
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Figure 15: Striped marlin landings and reported discards (TLCERs) by 1 degree square for 1980-2002 combined.
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Figure 16: Weight distribution of striped marlin reported catch in the New Zealand EEZ by fleet.
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Figure 17: Total striped marlin longline landings and effort by month for 5 d c g m squares around northern New
Zenland (as depicted in Figure 18). tor 1952 to 2001 from OFP data (all fleets).
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Figure 21: Striped marlin reported CPUE (number of fish per 1000 hooks) by year (19522001, X axis),
(0-3 striped marlin per 1000 hooks, Y axis) for aU fleets from OFP data.

Figure 23: Recreational striped marlin catch (landed and tagged) for all New Zealand recorded by the New
Zealand Big Game Fishing Council (line) and for Bay of lslands Swordfiih Club (BOISC) (colnmns).

Season

Figure 24: Number of recreational boa& catching one or more striped marlin in a season from BOISC
records.

Figure 25: The number of striped marlin caught in multiple captures (2 or more fish on the same date for a
single boat) by season from BOISC records.

Season
Figure 26: The proportion of catch by season recorded as multiple capture (2 or more f i b on the same date
for a single boat) from BOISC records.
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Figure 27: Recreational CPUE (striped marlin per charter boat day) from east Northland with the overall
mean at 0.162 (line).
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Figure 28: Striped martin weight distribution of all marlin recorded by the BOISC 1925 to 2003 (n =I5 127).
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Figore 29: Striped marlin average weight (landed and tagged) by season from the BOISC records.

Figure 30: Striped marlin cumulative weight frequency (landed and tagged) by 10 to 16 year blocks from the
BOISC records.
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Figure 31: Striped marlin lower jaw-fork lengths by sex from Northland clubs, 1985-94
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Figure 32: Length weight scatter plots and regression curves for striped
marlin landed by recreational fmhers in New Zealand by sex and combined.
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to

M-F

3010i
253

-0.04
i0.03
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-1.6

k
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LJFL (mm) (years) (annual) Age
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Flgnre 33: Comparison of von Bertalanffy growth curves from the Pacific Ocean (LJFlL, mm, cowed) and
estimated parameters projected to 10 years.

Figure 34: Proportion of reported recreational striped marlin catch tagged and released by season.

Figure 35: Percentage of striped marlin tagged and relessed by statistieal area, 1976 to 2002.

Figure 36: Long distance movements of striped marlin tagged in New Zealand waters, 1976 to 2003.
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Appendix I:Common and scientific names for species cited in text

Common name
albacore tuna
arrow squid
bigeye tuna
black marlin
blue marlin
broadbill swordfish
jack mackerel
kahawai
mako shark
nautilus
sailfish
saw
shortbill spearfish
snapper

southern bluefin tuna
striped marlin
white marlin
yellowfin tuna

Scientif~cname
Thunnus aldunga
Nototodana sloanii
Thurmus obesus
Makaira indica
Makaira nigricans
Xiphias gladius
l'bachurus dec1ivis.T. novaezelandiae, T. rnwphyi
Ampis tndta
oxyrinch
IsArgonauta spp.
1stiopho)u~
platypterur
Scornberesox saurus
Tetraphour anptirostris
P a p aurottlr
ThrrmtuP rnaccoyii
Tetraphus audca
Tetraphour dbidus
Thunnus albacares

Appendix 3: Frequency of single and multiple captures per vessel day, BOlSC

Appendix 4: Suwey responses and CPUE from the east Northland charter boat
shpers by season
Season
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
199940
200041
2001-02

Number of
responses
3
14
5
9
6
6
6
8
14
13
12
13
24
30
28
21
26
26
25
20
20
14
I5
20
14
25
12

Striped marlin
caught

Total days
fishing
143
1301
385
862
545
508.
580
802
1 361
1 247
982
905
1505
2 049
1 830
1 563
1586
1 538
1435
1516
1367
608
660
948
640
882
446
'

Raw
CPUE
0.077
0.108
0.182
0.174
0250
0.165
0219
0.157
0.109
0.053
0.068
0.056
0.108
0.1%
0.164
0.095
0.124
0.147
0.248
0253
0201
0.191
0.176
0.269
0.194
0.190
0.137

Standard
deviation
0.0291
0.0123
0.0271
0.0118
0.0244
0.0234
0.0324
0.0297
0.0084
0.0079
0.0148
0.0071
0.0099
0.0122
0.0110
0.0095
0.0107
0.0141
0.0252
0.0182
0.0169
0.0328
0.0235
0.0262
0.0249
0.0254
0.0238

Appendix 5: Recreationally captured striped martin measured in 2004 (n=35), sex,
weight (kg),straight and curved lower jaw fork length and eye fork length (mm)

